INTRODUCTION
In 1765, Euler deduced that any nonspherical rigid body that is rotating about some axis which is not its principal moment of inertia axis will experience a wobble as it rotates. He predicted that the earth should undergo such a wobble but it was not until 1891 that the earth's wobble was actually detected by S.C. Chandler. In fact, Chandler discovered that the observed motion of the rotation pole was composed of two components: Euler's free wobble and a second wobble with an annual period. This annual wobble is a forced motion of the rotation pole and is at present commonly believed to be caused by meteorological events, principally by the annual appearance (and disappearance) of a large air mass over Asia associated with the monsoons. In this paper we are concerned with Euler's predicted wobble of the earth now known as the Chandler wobble in honor of its discoverer.
As seen in a frame of reference attached to the rotating earth, the motion of the rotation pole associated with the (free) 
re(t) = x(t) + iy(t)
q•(t) = •p•(t) + i•p•(t) (4)
The position of the rotation axis is specified by giving the location re(t) of its intersection with the surface of the earth near the north pole and is measured as an angular displacement from the origin. The expression x(t) is the projection of this location along the Greenwich meridian, and y(t) is its projection along the meridian at 90øE longitude. Similarly, the position of the excitation axis is specified by the location ½(t), Our goal is to recover the excitation function ½(t) from the observed position of the rotation pole re(t). This can, of course, be done by using (1) directly to compute ½(t) from rn(t) and its time derivative. However, if this is attempted, it is found that the noise in the observations of rn(t) propagates to the solution for ½(t) causing it to be too noisy for useful interpretation. Operationally, this is because the observations of re(t) are given at discrete points in time and a numerical differentiation scheme would have to be used to obtain rh(t). Since numerical differentiation behaves as a high-pass filter, any noise in the observed re(t) time series can cause the computed values for ½(t) to be seriously degraded. Wilson and Haubrich [1976] developed a discrete version of (1) which they then used to compute ½(t). Their method is basically a time domain implementation of the discrete inverse filter (see below) and suffers the same drawback of producing a noisy result. Wilson and Vicente [1980] used their method to compute the excitation function of the Chandler wobble derived from the homogeneous International Latitude Service (ILS) polar motion data [Yumi and Yokoyama, 1980 ] but needed to pass a 37-point running mean filter over the result in order to reduce the noise to a manageable level. Staylie et al. [1970] recognized that the pole path rn(t) is the convolution of the excitation function ½(t) with the impulse response of the earth (see (5)), and therefore the problem of recovering ½(t) from the observed rn(t) is one of deconvolution. Their method, based upon a Wiener deconvolution filter, had the virtue of including a model for the noise that is inherent in the measurements of re(t), but it had the drawback of needing an explicitly specified statistical model of the result that they were trying to obtain. Since the dominant excitation mechanism of the Chandler wobble is currently unknown, there is no a priori reason to assume that it behaves in any prescribed manner. Here we derive a deconvolution filter that is based upon the ideas of Backus-Gilbert inverse theory [Backus and Gilbert, 1970] . With this filter a solution is obtained by trading off resolution against accuracy where no explicit specification about the nature of the result that we are seeking needs to be made.
By solving (1) for re(t) in terms of ½(t) we obtain
m(t) = mo(t)e i•ø' + •j[--iaoei•ø(t-øJlp( dz (5)
where mo is the complex-valued location of the rotation pole at the initial time t = O. We recognize the integral in (5) as the convolution between the excitation function ½(t) and the impulse response of the earth -iao ei•ø'. We will recover ½(t) by designing a deconvolution filter which will be implemented in the frequency domain. Fourier transforming (1) and solving for M(CO), we obtain
M(CO) = W(CO)G(CO) + N(CO)
where M(CO) is the Fourier transform of re(t), W(CO) is the Fourier transform of ½(t), and G(CO), the earth's transfer function, is the Fourier transform of the earth's impulse response:
17 0 --CO We have also included in (6) a term N(CO) which represents the frequency content of the noise in the measurements of re(t). We would ideally like to design a filter V(CO) whose output M(CO) V(CO) is W(CO). The result of applying any linear filter V(CO) to the data M(CO) can be seen from (6) to be
M(CO) V(CO) = W(CO)G(CO) V(CO) + N(CO) V(CO)
The output of the filter will be the desired result W(CO) as seen through the window G(CO)V(CO) in the presence of the filtered noise N(CO)V(CO). For our purpose we would ideally like N(CO) V(CO) to be zero for all frequencies and G(CO)V(CO) to be the identity for all frequencies. In this case the output of the filter would be our desired result W(CO). However, these goals are contradictory. The filter that makes G(CO)V(CO) the identity is obviously the inverse filter V(CO)= G(CO)-x. But applying the inverse filter to a noisy time series is a very unstable process: the noise in the data at those frequencies where G(CO) is small can become greatly amplified in the output (see (13)). Thus the inverse filter makes G(CO)V(CO) the identity for all frequencies but produces a very noisy result. Conversely, the filter that reduces the noise in the output to zero is the zero filter V(CO) = 0 which will also, of course, produce the trivial result of reducing the signal in the output to zero. In light of these competing desires, one solution to our filter design problem is obtained by minimizing the quantity
R e = IIC-(ro)V(ro)-1112 + mellN(ro)V(ro)112 (9)
The first term on the right-hand side of (9) represents our desire to make G ( v'(ro) = IIO(ro)11'-+ o½11N(ro)11'-(10) where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. By setting the tradeoff parameter to zero we recover the inverse filter G(c0)-t. As •2 grows from zero, the noise in the output will be reduced while G(c0)V(c0) drifts away from its ideal value until when •'-finally becomes infinite the output will be the trivial result of zero at all frequencies. In practice some value of •2 is chosen that produces an acceptable level of noise in the output yet does not cause G(c0)V(c0) to be unacceptably far from the identity.
Oldenburg [1981] has derived this deconvolution filter which he then interprets in view of Backus-Gilbert inverse theory. In this interpretation, G(c0)V(c0) is the frequency domain representation of the averaging function, and the weighting parameter • is a tradeoff parameter controlling the tradeoff between accuracy and resolution. Constraining G(c0)V(c0) to be close to unity in the frequency domain is equivalent to constraining the averaging function to be close where C -A was assumed to be 2.61 x 1035 kg m e. The result that we obtain for the predicted shift of the excitation axis is a change of amplitude 0.0003" in the direction of 143øE longitude. This is a shift more than 2 orders of magnitude less than that observed and is in nearly the opposite direction.
The direction of the predicted shift of the excitation axis is quite sensitive to the orientation of the fault plane. However, reasonable changes in the fault plane parameters are unable to reverse the polarity of the predicted shift. Furthermore, the Sumba event was certainly a large earthquake, but it is not likely to have been as energetic as the 1964 Alaskan event to which Kanamori [1970] assigned a seismic moment of 7.5 x 10 29 dyn cm. Therefore even if the moment of the Sumba event has been underestimated (Stewart [1978] has in fact estimated its moment to be greater than 1 x 10 29 dyn cm), it is unlikely to have exceeded 7.5 x 10 29 dyn cm. Since the amplitude of the predicted shift in the excitation axis is linear in the seismic moment, even a twentyfold increase in its value is not sufficient to overcome the discrepancy between the amplitudes of the observed and predicted shifts. Thus no reasonable adjustment of the parameters used to compute the predicted shift in the excitation pole can cause it to match the observed shift, either in amplitude or direction. It is also unlikely that the theory used to calculate the shift expected for the Sumba event is deficient in some manner in light of the fact that the results of numerous research efforts by a variety of techniques are now in agreement with each other. Therefore if the observed shift in the Chandler wobble's excitation axis is due to the Sumba earthquake, it must be caused by some mechanism other than the static deformation field generated directly by the earthquake.
As discussed by Dahlen [1971] , any foreshocks or after- All of these larger shocks studied had fault mechanisms that were consistent with the main event (i.e., they were all normal faults striking along the trench axis). However, the moment of the largest shock studied was 2« orders of magnitude smaller than that of the main shock. Even if all of the 79 aftershocks relocated by W. Spence (private communication, 1984) had normal faults trending along the trench axis and had moments as large as 10 26 dyn cm, the shift of the excitation axis would be affected by no more than a factor of 2. We therefore conclude that the foreshock and the aftershock sequence of the Sumba earthquake are also unable to resolve the discrepancy between the observed and predicted shifts of the Chandler wobble's excitation axis.
The Sumba earthquake was a large extensional event that occurred at a subduction zone. This earthquake could have been caused by the oceanic lithosphere bending at the trench or by stresses in the lithosphere generated by a pull on the subducting slab. If it was caused by plate bending, then its rupture area should be confined to the upper more brittle part of the lithosphere. But if it was caused by slab pull, then essentially the entire lithosphere would be expected to rupture. Since the Sumba event generated a tsunami, the rupture probably broke the surface. Therefore the question of slab pull versus plate bending reduces to one of how deep the rupture propagated. Fitch et al. [1981] found that seven of the larger aftershocks of the main Sumba event had focal depths ranging To summarize our discussion of the Sumba event to this point, if it is responsible for the observed shift in the excitation axis, then some mechanism other than the deformation field generated by it (or its aftershocks) must be responsible. One possible mechanism would be the mass redistribution associ- ated with a sinking slab that broke free from the oceanic lithosphere.
Without being able to decide conclusively whether or not the observed shift in the Chandler wobble's excitation pole is causally related to the Sumba earthquake event, we should explore the possibility that it is caused by some other process. For example, it is possible that the observed offset is unrelated to the Sumba event but is caused by some other geophysical process that occurred in time near August 14, 1977. However, the only notable geophysical event known to us to have occurred near this time was the Sumba earthquake. Alternatively, the observed shift might not be related to any geophysical event but could be an artifact of the data processing. Without being familiar with the details of the data reduction process it is difficult for us to explore this possibility except in the most general terms. For instance, any effect that would cause the origin of the frame of reference to change suddenly would cause a sudden change in the derived excitation function. Currently, we know of no such discontinuity in the determination of the pole position at the time of the observed shift in ½(t), but this possibility cannot be ruled out.
One path is geophysically significant or is simply due to some artifact of the LAGEOS range data. However, in order to make that judgment the origin of the differences exhibited in the BIH and LAGEOS polar motion time series must be understood, a task that is beyond the scope of the present paper. In summary, then, we are unable to conclusively determine The Southern Oscillation ( 
